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ABSTRACT

In a project, especially in overlay rigid road Surabaya-Gresik STA 0+000 – STA 3+450 project, the precise planning of cost and strategy is very important to avoid unpredictable matters. Here in this final project will discuss the estimation of cost and time on overlay rigid road.

The analyzing done in this final project is the calculation of volume in every kind activities, the calculation of capacity, the rent cost of some hard tools, the single calculation in every kind activities and the calculation of S curve criticals link from Ms. Project.

The result of the calculation is a project schedule, the need material, worker need, the right time need and S curve plus the cost of the project. It is about Rp. 22,989,167,332, 42. In addition it also needs 84 days to finish this project. To get this project done base on schedule in this project planning, all project executor and people involved be serious an focus on this project.